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CITIES ON THE MOVE
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Example for the
concept of the ideal
European city

it is important: Vienna is not just a city of democracy
– one just recalls the magnificent experiment of Red
Vienna of the 1920s – it is, despite everything, a city
of the Enlightenment. And this means: a way for man
to emerge from his self-imposed immaturity.
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Yes, of course there are such compassionate people
in Austria, but far too few. Being an outsider usually
means rejection, criminalisation and exclusion.

The city and the outsider

biggest opportunity. Given that Europe is aging, most
discussion focuses on the new (naturally precariously employed) workforce and demography. This is
one, important, side of the coin but the other is much
more decisive. Hopefully, we will learn a way of living
together that will liberate us from the looming violence. We are living in a time of multiple crises but we
mustn’t give up. Crises wherever you look: wars from
Afghanistan to Syria, an Islamic fundamentalism that
misuses the Koran and radically imposes Sharia law,
out-of-control financial markets and the expulsion
and flight of ethnic and religious minorities. Only the
diversity of dialogue can help us to overcome cultural
boundaries because, otherwise, we will find ourselves
in a Europe which is socially, culturally and intellectually moribund.

The city and what it is
Ever since the Chicago School of Urban Sociology we know that cities define themselves in terms
of the following: population density, ethnic diversity
and segregation, which means that one lives well or
otherwise in milieus defined by income ranging from
the rich to the demimonde or from the middle class
to the poor. Of course much has happened since the
1920s. The middle class has experienced social decline as both fact and emotional condition and now
projects all its fears onto refugees, with fatal political
consequences. The slogans of not just European politicians but also of sinister Austrian politicians amount
to a politics of fear, whipped up by the tabloid press.
Every day one well-known newspaper whips up our
fear of outsiders and the political class plays along

Vienna should recall what
once made it into a Central
European metropolis.
The city should not only be
open to the new – which also
means being multicultural
and international, but should
also initiate projects, which
are able to offer young
people – locals and outsiders –
good opportunities in
terms of both jobs and
education.
And what does it mean to be an outsider? For now,
being an outsider only means, coming from far away,

In the 1950s Vienna’s city government proclaimed that “Vienna will once again be a global
city!” In my opinion the city remains far from this
goal. There is a little more to being a 21st century
metropolis: more than turning the city centre into a
museum, becoming a World Heritage Site, having
start-up companies, progressive architecture or even a
city government which presents itself as the best and
most socially progressive. Being a metropolis today
means much more – both positively and negatively.
First the positive: it means attracting the best minds
in science, art, craft and services and offering them
the right infrastructure. But now the negative: brain
gain, this unbelievably ironic neologism which, above
all, means “brain-downing”, a mass, poverty-stricken
neo-proletariat forced to live and work in precarious
conditions. Vienna’s mixture of nostalgia and limited
modernism is both its charm and its Achilles’ heel.
Of course one tries. But times have speeded up and
Vienna would have a great opportunity. A couple of
thoughts in this direction:

Gimme shelter
Kimberly Bradley

Habibe Ibrahimi
at Haus
Pfeiffergasse

The contrast between his general assessment of Caramel’s umbrellas and his
personal one is also oddly humorous. “The
umbrella – it’s good! It’s good for people
who have families wanting privacy. Some
people were upset with windows that had
no curtains – the umbrellas made things
better. You put it up in 20 minutes, and
people are happy, the kids loved it. It’s
easy,” he says.

Vienna should recall what once made it into a Central European metropolis. The city should not only be
open to the new – which also means being multicultural and international, but should also initiate projects, which are able to offer young people – locals and
outsiders – good opportunities in terms of both jobs
and education.

“But I don’t love the umbrella. I don’t
live in one. It’s good for learning deutsch,
sleeping, watching movies. But not for 24
hours. I live with five guys in one room.
I want to see them. In umbrella, just see
green and red.”

If Vienna wants to be more than just a city with
a high quality of life then the city government must
do more. Regurgitating Viennese Schmäh – the city’s
unique ironic charm – is not enough (especially considering that the word is derived from Schmähung or
‘abuse’). Much more important would be to draw up a
well-thought-out plan for distributing refugees across
the city. The current policy of largely leaving immigrants at the mercy of the free market with its horrendous rents is a major problem.
In the city we have a so-called local support system but these bodies are often inactive or pay inade-

Amin is pretty sure the umbrellas are
not architecture. I try to convince him that
they might be. He admires Viennese architecture – the beautiful façades, how history is visible from the outside, interiors are
modern and perfect. Caritas has told him
his final interview might be in June or July.
The first time I visit the Caritas refugee shelter on Pfeiffergasse – a short street
in a forgotten corner of Vienna’s 15th district – one of the last umbrellas unfurls.
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ers were the first people who no longer had to confront uncultivated nature in order to guarantee their
own survival. This is why European urban life since
the Enlightenment is intrinsically linked with the
oldest human utopia, the belief in a realm of freedom
far from the dictates of brutal necessity – as Karl Marx
defined the release from the tyranny of wage labour.
Modern service cities signify a further step in this direction, because these also represent a new economy,
even if the inhuman wage levels are conveniently forgotten. European urban history is often the history of
low wages, and those in power today are happy for
this to remain so because the new economy dominated by the financial markets also envisages simple
exploitation based on the Manchester model. Yet, despite this (although perhaps not for much longer), the
history of the European city still represents a place of
emancipation and, perhaps, even more. Just think of
the many citizens’ movements, of the countless minor examples of civil disobedience, of what is already
pilloried as our “culture of welcome”. Despite every
setback, European cities have a long tradition of resistance and “outsiders” were always involved: exiles
from Germany such as Heinrich Heine, Karl Marx and
Leon Blum, Mikhail Bakunin from Russia and many,
many more. In the shadow of today’s dominant ideology, which calls itself neo-liberalism but has absolutely nothing to do with John Stuart Mill or, even,
Adam Smith, things are heating up. Ever since the
Paris Commune of 1871 there has been a tradition
of resistance – passed on from one generation to the
next – which has fought for social rights and many of
whose adherents have paid with their lives. And yes,
so-called outsiders have always played a central role.
Not just exiles but providers of ideas or, as we say so
euphemistically today, “innovators”.

Vienna will be, was and already is a city of outsiders – whether migrants from the provinces or the
guest-workers who made it possible for the country
to become so wealthy. Whether wartime refugees
from the former Yugoslavia, from today’s Syria or
from other warzones. They require our solidarity,
not because we are such great human-beings but out
of humanity, solidarity and, if you will allow me,
self-interest. As everyone knows from the history of
the USA, so-called outsiders were a huge asset. They
laboured in horrendous conditions in New York’s
docks, made the steel industry profitable and, in the
second and third generations, became “good Americans”. But that is a history which Europeans find it
difficult to understand.

Report

Vienna as a global city, again?

In an open-plan office space, Amin, a
tall, muscular 22-year-old from Iran, is
helping Günter Katherl from Caramel Architekten install a large umbrella, the kind
coffee drinkers sit under in outdoor cafes.
Like small Mongolian yurts, green umbrellas swathed in popping preschool colours
dot the rooms throughout the building,
offering privacy and structure.
Until today in this room, single male
asylum-seekers from many countries
slept on mattresses in rows on a flat grey
carpet. Until November 2015, the shelter
was an empty office building, before that it
housed an IT firm, whose leftover accoutrements are obvious everywhere.

Vienna as an example
of a classic, monocentric European city

Plan of Vienna, Freytag & Berndt,
Vienna 1911

I imagine this room filled with desks
and crisp-shirted managers. Amin strings
curved rods through hoops set along the
umbrella’s perimeter, then hangs curtains
from the circle. A curtain with pockets will
bisect the inside of the tent; two private
sleeping areas are the result.

Yet, despite this (although perhaps not for much longer), the
history of the European city still
represents a place of emancipation and, perhaps, even more.
Just think of the many citizens’
movements, of the countless minor examples of civil disobedience, of what is already pilloried
as our “culture of welcome”.
And this is the decisive point: European cities
are still places of liberation and creativity, even if the
police try to tell us something else. They are places
where immigration is not only necessary but also the
generator of a new society – economic, cultural, human. And this merging of cultures – of the local culture and those of the so-called “outsiders” – is our

Vienna is growing particularly strongly in the districts to the east
of the Danube. One effect of this is an increasing polarisation
between the centre and the periphery.

blithely. I don’t have to name names because everyone knows who they are. Politicians use the fear of the
population like a laboratory, failing to treat the symptoms but confident of being able to win elections as a
result. And of course we all know what happens next.
With its extreme right wing party the AfD, Germany has already witnessed the first blow against basic
rights and in Austria the next elections will probably
leave us with our own unsightly ‘blue’ bruises. Are
we responsible for this? Yes, because civil society has
largely failed. But it is never too late – let us again recall
our basic democratic rights and take to the streets to
demand equal rights for all!

No politics of fear!
Let us not be seduced or scared. Let us scorn the
demagogues, go to parliament and express our critique. Our city doesn’t only belong to us; it is our city
with all its history, all the suffering which people had
to endure and all the hope that they lost. But it is our
city. We are called upon to prepare Vienna for something new, for immigration which is progressively
freed from all this fear. It should not be repeated but

not mastering the language, being confronted with
completely new gender ratios, not receiving asylum
and being treated like filth. What does it mean to be
an outsider? Should we always just look outwards
and say: “There they are, the outsiders!” But what if
we turn the question on its head, almost as a thought
experiment. Aren’t we all outsiders within ourselves?
We don’t need psychoanalysis or anything else because, in nightmares, we all encounter ourselves as
outsiders, outsiders in body and spirit. This insight
could be a way of better understanding what “others”
feel, what pains them, what torments them. If we accept the outsider within ourselves, perhaps we can
understand real “outsiders” better, get closer to them,
offer them our hand.
What does being an outsider mean today? This
starts on those terrible borders in Macedonia and elsewhere. This is the lot of all those that didn’t make the
crossing to Greece. It means being beaten up by the
police. It simply means bottomless despair. It means
being confronted by a Europe which has turned itself into a fortress. It means being driven out of Calais
and dying wretchedly in the Eurotunnel on the way
to Great Britain. It means feeling like a pariah. And
mostly it means finding no friends, no offers of help.

quate attention to the problems in their area. The city
government would do well to rethink and reform this
basically good idea.

Résumé: Places for People
This is why Austria’s contribution to the 2016
Architecture Biennale in Venice takes a different path
this year, using the framework of this major event
to implement real, in the broader sense of the word,
architectural measures in three locations in Vienna
with the objective of concretely improving the living conditions of refugees. These three projects are
also presented in the Giardini and illustrate a major
challenge because they highlight that our “refugee crisis” is not just a crisis for Vienna and other European
cities but also a decisive problem for the European
Union. And one should conclude by once again recalling the habitus of Vienna because this makes it very
clear that there is not only a Vienna of exclusion but
also a Vienna which embodies the successful history
of migration.

In Ahvaz, Amin
lived in a one-family
house. He arrived in
Austria in November
2015, and has lived in
this shelter for three
months. He’s open,
smiles a lot, and is
just as friendly to Muhammad, my Syrian
translator and cultural
conduit, when he arrives.
Muhammad
realizes that Amin
speaks not only Farsi
but also Arabic, so our
talks continue mostly
in their common language, which flows much faster than English6. We discuss the intervention, and
again and again I hear the word “umbrella”
dropped untranslated into the Arabic, and
I have to laugh.

Not all the refugees today want an
umbrella. Two guys grumble from their
floorbound mattresses. “Some are against
the umbrellas,” says Katherl, smiling. “At
first.” Others eagerly await theirs. A film
crew is here. The atmosphere is lively, too
busy to talk.

But the shelter, with
around 250 people, is
mixed, mostly families originally placed in
what is still considered
emergency care. Who
are they? What are their
stories, how did they live
before? How do they feel
about the architectural
interventions in their
temporary living space?
A group of Syrian men emerges from
another room. This floor is for men, but
the shelter, with around 200 people, is
mixed, mostly families originally placed in

1
I’ve chosen to use the terms “asylumseeker” and “refugee’ in this essay.

what is still considered emergency care.2
Who are they? What are their stories, how
did they live before? How do they feel
about the architectural interventions in
their temporary living space? I ask Amin
– who, I’m told, studied architecture in
Iran – for his phone number. I’d soon find
out.
(Dis)placement
The broader notion of displacement
has been curiously missing in discussions
of the refugee crisis in most European media. In late 2015, most buzzwords in the
German-language press – Flut (flood),
Welle (wave), Krise (crisis) – addressed
the sheer numbers coming from Syria,
Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Somalia, Pakistan,
and other war-torn, broken places.
This year’s buzzwords include Grenze
(a multipurpose word meaning both borders and upper limits), Werte (values, as
in western, non-Islamic ones, but try getting anyone to agree on what exactly they
are), or Integration (often implying the
impossibility thereof).
Displacement is not a newspaper
word. It’s a word used after the displaced
have had a chance to realise where they
are … that they are, in fact, displaced. The
word reverberated for decades after the
last large-scale war-driven migrations in
Europe not quite a century ago – resounding through the writing of thinkers like
Hannah Arendt, who ultimately grew
tenuous roots in their new environments.
Arendt knew that the displaced lose
their sense of community, their identity,
their grounding. Can identity or community be reconstructed … or are they merely
recast, translated, patched together? “The
recovering of a new personality is as difficult – as hopeless – as the creation of a
new world,” wrote Arendt, in her seminal
essay “We Refugees.”3 If new worlds are
so difficult to create, how can new places –
nations, cities, but also shelters – become
homes?
Amin
Amin doesn’t answer my text messages. I soon realise why: he has no credit on
his smartphone. Most refugees on Pfeiffergasse, as they are not yet recognised recipients of Austrian asylum, are still in green-

2
The building was usable – a “for rent”
sign still on its roof – via Austrian Durchgriffsrecht, a law that went into effect on
October 1st, 2015. It stipulates that the
Austrian federal government can override
regional or neighbourhood protests against
refugee housing.
3
Hannah Arendt, “We Refugees,” in: Altogether Elsewhere: Writers on Exile, edited by
Mark Robinson (New York 1994), p. 117.

card limbo4. Until they have asylum in
Austria (after the white card and a successful second interview, a “travel document”
is issued that looks suspiciously like an
Austrian passport, but isn’t), they receive
a monthly allowance of 40 euros. This is
enough to send a text or two, and maybe
get a membership at a fitness centre.5
Phone credit disappears fast when you’re
checking in with family in war zones. Seeing how they are, or whether they’re alive.

Amin is pretty sure the
umbrellas are not architecture. I try to convince
him that they might be.
He admires Viennese
architecture – the beautiful façades, how history is
visible from the outside,
interiors are modern and
perfect.

Then hopefully he’ll learn German, get
a master’s degree in architecture, intern,
work. “The education in architecture is
higher quality here,” he says. In the meantime he tries to fill the endless, ultimately
oppressive expanses of time that at first
were about eating, sleeping, and not much
else.
Vienna
The human flood into and through
Austria began in earnest in early September 2015, when Germany threw open its
doors with a cry of wir schaffen das and
Hungary began slamming its gates closed
behind them.
In autumn 2015, 788,000 refugees
passed through Austria; 300,000 through
the city of Vienna. Ultimately, in 2015,
90,000 would apply for asylum in Austria.
Interestingly, per capita asylum registration numbers for 2015 are higher in
Austria than in Germany: 441,800 asy-
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shelters of more than 200 people.8
Community
Ahmad9 lives on the fourth floor in
what could only be described as an umbrella village. Here, around a dozen men
of mixed nationality live together. Their
umbrellas form a row along the back of
the room; the front has become a kind of
commons, with chairs and tea tables. Ahmad is from Aleppo. Muhammad is with
me to translate, and recognizes Ahmad as
a shopkeeper from his Aleppo neighbourhood. Laughter, back-patting, fast chatting
I don’t understand. No matter the circumstances, meeting someone from home so
far away is a comfort.
Ahmad invites us to sit, as if we’re on
his front porch10. Age 30, he has hypnotic
sea-green eyes that peer from oval specs.
His voice is quiet. In Vienna he could have
lived with his brother, who fled Syria to
avoid serving in Bashar al-Assad’s army
and landed in Austria in 2014. But Ahmad
chose to live in the shelter … for the company and community. The men unanimously voted to have umbrellas installed
in this room, and have settled in nicely.
In Syria, Ahmad was diagnosed with
depression. His therapist recommended
establishing an independent life beyond
his family, all of whom were buckling under the pressures of war. His depression
and isolation are slowly lifting. The people
here have noticed.
Today Ahmad got his white card,
which he’d been worried about. His passport had been copied in Croatia.
“Now, I might be the happiest person in this whole place,” he says, smiling
slowly, then laughing out loud.
Habibe and Elmira
Habibe can’t remember the European
countries she passed through to get to
Austria.
She does remember the 25 hours she
and her family of five covered on foot from
Tehran to Turkey. She remembers the
month spent in Izmir waiting for storms in
the Aegean to subside. She remembers the
first rubber boat from Turkey to Greece,
which had a leak; her husband jumped
into the sea and obtained help to return to
the coast – sadly the Turkish side. She remembers the second boat, which made it
to Greece. The first smuggler disappeared;
the family paid twice.11
She, too, comes from Iran, the city of
Mashhad, where she was born as an Afghani refugee. This double displacement is
surprisingly prevalent in Vienna’s refugee
shelters. In Iran, she says, Afghan children
are not allowed citizenship and are denied
proper schooling. Habibe says she came
to Europe to give her children – two boys,
ages 10 and 14, and a girl, Elmira, 16, a
chance at a better life.
We’re back on Pfeiffergasse’s fourth
floor after meeting Habibe’s younger son

When I arrive at the shelter at 10:30am,
passing through the stairwell (just starting to teem with small children, mothers
running after them), Amin is on the stairwell on the fourth floor in grey and black
striped pyjamas. They’re cute, and later I
tell him so. He asks me to wait for him to
shower. For our first “interview” we go to
the conference room where German classes take place twice a week – and I learn that
he’s indeed a studied architect, that he’s
Christian, that he grew up in the southern
city of Ahvaz.
“As a Christian, this is what would
happen to me if I’d stayed,” says Amin in
choppy English, making a slashing gesture
across his neck. Amin’s father, a baker,
died nine years ago of a diabetes-related
cause. Although Amin completed a degree, working as an architect would have
been difficult if not impossible in Iran. “If
you have money and connections in Iran,
you’ll live well, but if you don’t, you never
will.”

Asimi Elmira at Haus Pfeiffergasse

lum applications in Germany, or one to
every 185 citizens versus 88,900 in Austria, or one to every 98 citizens.7 As of
April 2015, 21,600 refugees live in Vienna, with about 4,600 still in “emergency”

4
“Green card” sounds good to westerners
who know the United States work permit. In
the Austrian asylum procedure, however, the
green card is the first document an asylumseeker receives. It means he/she is registered; the process pending. It grants the
fewest rights.
5
In my acquaintances with refugees spanning ages and nationalities, one constant
amongst young men is the hours spent at Vienna fitness centres. I initially thought it
was about chasing the elusive six-pack, but
one young man explained that it was far more
about mental health – an outlet for fear and
anxiety – and filling time.

6
Muhammad, who is from Aleppo, mentions
that Amin’s Arabic sounds Iraqi to him. Later
we’ll joke that the difference between the
Levantine dialect and Amin’s Arabic is like
the difference between American and Scottish
English – or Tyrolean and Plattdeutsch.
7

Data courtesy of Vienna City Hall.

in the busy foyer; he’s returning from
school and already speaks German. Habibe is wearing a hijab and has a kind but
world-weary face. She speaks only Farsi,
so she shows me her white card when I
ask about her name. I see she was born in
8
Jon Henley, “After the Flood, Vienna’s
struggle to make its refugee residents feel
at home,” in: The Guardian, 5th April 2016,
ghttp://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/apr/04/
vienna-migration-crisis-refugees-refuge-cities-residents (accessed on 11th April 2016).
9

By request, not his real name.
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In a way, we are.

11 In autumn 2015, the going rate for the
Turkey-Greece rubber-boat journey was 1,200
euros per person.

GIMME SHELTER
On one side of the courtyard, a group
of obviously non-Austrian men stand
smoking. Many others enter and exit a
door nearby. This is the entrance to Erdberg’s refugee shelter, which at its peak
housed 600 people. In March 2015 the
number was 441, with plans to ultimately
increase again with the addition of families to the current demographic of single
men.13

Mahafi Amin at Haus Erdberg

1977.12 In Iran she worked as a tailor in a
company. In the Pfeiffergasse shelter, she
became the unofficial Head UmbrellaCurtain Seamstress.
For two and a half months, she and
other women – all Afghani and including
daughter Elmira – hemmed and worked
on nearly 2,000 square metres of fabric
to be hung around and between the umbrellas. “There were six women working;
three sewing, three helping,” says Elmira, who is taller than her mother. “We
worked hard; we were happy. It was fun,”
she adds. She was the only young sewer.
Her family lives in a room with two other
families, their umbrella is surrounded by
additional curtains, creating a delineated
zone.

Mohammad says how
thankful he is to the
Austrian people and
government, but remembers the current European
situation and suddenly
begins to gently weep.
He pauses. We all pause.
“We Syrians took in the
refugees from Iraq and
never asked questions,”
he says, through tears.
Habibe was given the key to the sewing room; often she’d start at 8:30am. Caramel’s architects were “decent, nice, cooperative. The work helped the time pass. It
helped us help ourselves.”
The family lived in the center of Mashhad in a rented house. Habibe’s husband
had heard that Austrians treated refugees
well, that Vienna was beautiful. Still, the
idea of what it would be like here has not
corresponded to reality. She doesn’t mind
the umbrella (she later shows us a “meeting” room on the fifth floor – with the family umbrella, Habibe says, they talk less to
their neighbours; the need for common
space was accommodated here and in the
cafeteria). But it’s very slow. “Nothing has
happened,” she says. “We’ve been here for
four months. No transfer, no progress.”
She looks resigned, not angry. Elmira,
on the other hand, looks determined, unstoppable. She wants to be a doctor. I imagine her in a white coat 20 years from now.
The young woman looks at her watch,
her German class begins soon. She seems
bored with us. She’s 16. Some things cross
cultural boundaries.

Above are tiered storeys with rows of
windows. This was once a boarding school
for customs officers; infrastructural features like well-equipped rooms and a cafeteria already existed. “Who knows,” says
Lotte Kristoferitsch from the design firm
EOOS, whom I’m meeting for the first
time. “Maybe we’ll need border patrols
again.” She’s joking, but considering the
tenuous state of the European Union’s
Schengen policies, we only half-heartedly
chuckle.

“Everybody needs a place
to be. Especially people
who don’t have a place to
be,” says Gründl.
In the same building are two high
schools. Across the courtyard is the Bundesverwaltungsgericht für Asyl und
Fremdenrecht, the court where asylum
cases are decided. Three stories under the
refugee shelter is a subterranean soundproof shooting range for Vienna’s police

12 The Farsi translator I’d lined up had
disappeared, so for these interviews we set
up a Habibe/Elmira-Amin-Muhammad-Kimberly
(and back again) translation chain, which made
for laughs despite the conversations’ gravity.

EOOS has larger plans, like an outdoor
garden in the now desolate inner courtyard. The empty tea rooms and landings
could be made into meeting spaces in
dialogue with the refugees. There’s even
talk of a hallway “bazaar” – where barbers,
bakers, and other professionals could sell
their services or goods for a kind of alternative currency.

Time expands; it drags. It
ceases being an asset and
becomes a liability. When
temporal structures do
not or cannot exist, even
the strongest human
character can falter.
Place
The Erdberg shelter looks eerily empty
in comparison to Pfeiffergasse. The men
mostly stay in their rooms. The long hallways are interrupted by doors and turn
sharp corners, making a walk through
them seem labyrinthine. A few young
guys gather on benches around Wi-Fi
points. Instead of children’s drawings on
the walls, a bulletin board lists who re-

Manssour Mohammed
Subhi and Hanouf
Tammah at Haus Erdberg

donated by the Austrian firm Umdasch –
are brought into the shelter, but for some
reason, construction cannot begin.
Kristoferitsch breaks the news to the
four Syrians whose age range spans generations. Her engineer says the work “would
happen in the next weeks.” The next
weeks? Four faces fall. The men had been
told they’d be working weeks ago. Kristoferitsch backtracks fast. “No, tomorrow.
We start tomorrow! We unload today.”
Visible relief. The next time I come, the
workshop – a smallish tiled room, now
filled with stacks of wood – is running.
The carpenters: Tammam
“It’s been too hard to just eat and sleep.
This is not a life,” says Tammam. “I can’t
concentrate without my kids, I’m worried.
It’s hard to learn German. I’m 50, I don’t
have so much time left.”
What Tammam does have is 35 years’
experience in carpentry. In the western Syrian city of Homs, he had his own
workshop, as well as a house, a car, and
family. When the attacks on Homs – a
rebel stronghold, now largely destroyed –
began, he fled to Jordan with his wife and
three children. He’d been dodging snipers for too long, the workshop and home
were completely flattened, gone. Even
leaving was an ordeal. After a harrowing
time in a Jordanian refugee camp, Tammam left for Europe with his nephew on
February 28th, 2015.
At the time, the Macedonian borders
were closed and brutally patrolled. Parts of
the journey involved clandestine hourslong overnight walks through forests.
The goal was Berlin, where Tammam has
relatives, but he was caught in the Czech
Republic, whose officials returned him
to Austria, where he was surprised. “The
Austrian police were so nice, they kept
telling me, ‘You’re in a safe place,’ so I am
here.”
Tammam has been in Erdberg for ten
months. All he wants to do is work. Every
time I visit the workshop, he’s there, making cabinets. He built kitchens in Homs,
too. “I’m so happy to work in my profession again. They gave me the design. I understood it right away, I made it. I think
they were impressed.”17

force. The irony that teenage pupils, cops
in uniform, asylum seekers and the civil
servants who decide their cases all use this
courtyard every day, sometimes simultaneously, is not lost on me.
EOOS
Kristoferitsch takes me to the EOOS
field office on the shelter’s third floor.
Hallways and stairwells are institutional
– not unfriendly, but rundown, scuffed,
past their prime.
Each floor is a large oval around an inner courtyard; each has about 80 rooms,
most of which house two men. The EOOS
office is steps away from the Caritas offices, a hub of activity placed into a couple
of rooms turned into offices and what was
once a “tea room” repurposed into a meeting space.14
“Beyond seeing the disadvantages of
a shelter with 600 people, what could its
advantages be?” says Harald Gründl, one
of the firm’s three founders. “Part of what
we are exploring is creating models that
could be used elsewhere.”15
EOOS has taken on the longest-term
project; the Fonds Soziales Wien (Vienna
Social Funds) has a 15-year lease on the
building. Facilitating a situation in which
refugees care for themselves is the top
consideration. Currently there’s a topfloor catered cafeteria; allowing refugees
to cook would be a first step.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Erdberg
Near its eponymous subway station,
Erdberg is an unattractive area; one outsiders might know only if they are unlucky enough to first arrive in Vienna by
bus. Not far from the bus terminal, a complex of seven or eight-storey buildings sits
sturdy and scary along the nondescript
Erdbergstrasse. A concrete courtyard is
decorated with a vaguely Brutalist sculpture in a dry fountain. Being here feels like
hanging out under a highway overpass.

is that refugees are not only more independent, but also have places to meet and
form communities. Beyond kitchens, each
room gets a refrigerator cabinet with space
for personal utensils.16
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“We’ve developed two kitchen typologies – one meant for ten rooms to
share, one larger,” says Gründl. The idea
13 Until late 2015, Erdberg’s shelter
housed a large number of unaccompanied minors. One is still here: Fadi, age 17, from a
mountainous region in Syria near the Israeli
border. Fadi is also on the carpentry team
and came to Austria alone; a flat his family had rented in Damascus was destroyed. He
hopes to become an electrician and bring his
family to safety in Europe.
14 The local branches of the NGOs Caritas
and Samariterbund have administered these
refugees since December 2015, replacing the
Swiss private security firm ORS.
15 According to Gründl, The Next ENTERprise-architects, this Biennale’s third participant but not included in this essay as
no refugees yet live in the shelter it is
outfitting, will likely use the kitchens as
well.

ceived post that day – many residents obsessively check it – post might mean an
asylum appointment. No other common
space exists here.
“Everybody needs a place to be. Especially people who don’t have a place to
be,” says Gründl. “The kitchens are a first
step to independence. My goal is that the
situation in the building is improved. That
the people have work, not only free time.
You don’t want to force anyone to work.
But it’s the waiting that kills them.” On
the ground floor, a workshop for building
the cabinets and the first two prototype
kitchens will be ready to go the following
week.
Time
If Caramel’s umbrellas are a quick-response solution, EOOS’s work is a multiyear experiment. A State of Emergency
versus a State of Exception.
No matter how good the physical conditions in a refugee shelter might be, time,
normally invisible, becomes an increasingly palpable factor. Time expands; it
drags. It ceases being an asset and becomes
a liability. When temporal structures do
not or cannot exist, even the strongest human character can falter.
In my other life, which deals with the
discourses of art and architecture, I read of
things like Accelerationism and The Extreme Present (speed, Internet, more more
more, faster faster faster); I race alongside
the western world’s late-capitalist masses.
But here, I join the refugees in their zones
of deceleration, decompression, decoupling from participation in life’s fabric, the
rhythms of the everyday. How can shelter
residents learn the rhythms of the Austrian everyday when they are isolated from
them, or forbidden to take part?
The workshop
The day the carpentry team is slated to
begin, there’s an inexplicable delay. Bundles of pre-cut wood – in bright yellow,
16 Many of these objects are present in
the EOOS field office; on the wall is a
large yellow board on which kitchen utensils would hang. Also here is a yellow table
adapted from one EOOS developed for luxury
kitchen outfitter Bulthaup, as well as the
efficient refrigerator cabinet.

The carpenters: Mohammad
In Damascus, Mohammad, 41, was a
perfumer. Now he is a fixture in the woodshop. Sitting in a room alongside EOOS’
worktable prototype, he jokes that he can
do anything, and is so bored that he will
do anything. He has fixed windows and
doors, and painted a kindergarten wall. He
came with his older son, who was about
to be conscripted into Bashar al-Assad’s
army (he’s now being trained as a barber
and learning German). Mohammad’s wife
and two other children are still in Damascus, living 300 metres from the front lines.
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the Austrian people and government, but
remembers the current European situation and suddenly begins to gently weep.
He pauses. We all pause. “We Syrians took
in the refugees from Iraq and never asked
questions,” he says, through tears. “Don’t
forget the people stuck in Syria. The people stuck on the borders. I don’t know
them, but they have families, too.”

Amer has seen a
therapist, but he says
therapy won’t solve his
problems. “In the end,
it’s not about therapy.
In the end, it’s the war.
I’ve lost my future,
I can’t continue studying.
Nothing kills more
than waiting.”
Transit
Between 1919 and 1937, 80,000 Austrians left the country for overseas destinations.
At the end of World War II, more than
500,000 displaced persons settled permanently in Austria.
In 1956, more than 180,000 refugees
from Hungary came to Austria; 20,000
were permanently resettled.
In the early 1990s, approximately
95,000 refugees of the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina came to Austria, receiving temporary protection. By 1999, about 70,000
of them had been granted long-term residence. About 20,000 of these returned to
Bosnia-Herzegovina or went elsewhere;
the rest have remained.18
The carpenters: Amer
Amer’s smile could light up a room,
and I expect him to be a sunny boy. But his
story makes me saddest.
Amer is 20. He is Palestinian-Syrian,
and stayed in Syria for a year and half after his family fled a Damascus suburb to
Lebanon – they lost two flats in a row in
buildings that were destroyed. He stayed
as a homeless teenager, couch-surfing
with friends for a few nights here, a few
nights there, and studying in buses or outdoors so he could finish high school and
then embark on a computer science and
telecommunications programme.
“I didn’t want to kill, or be killed,” he
says in a soft voice. It’s difficult to imagine
him in any violent situation, but he witnessed many. He borrowed money to finally leave – alone – when the war became
too much to bear. He paid a smuggler to
take him to Berlin, where his brother is
waiting for an asylum decision, but near
Salzburg, the smuggler abandoned the
truck, filled with 20 refugees. The police

came two hours later. Amer had 50 euros
left, and no other options.

HOME IS, WHERE YOUR PHONE IS
Twice displaced
Number of Afghan refugees living in
Pakistan: 1.5 million (registered, UNCHR).
Number of Afghanis living in Iran:
950,000 (registered, UNHCR).
Number of Iraqis living in Syria in the
late 2000s: Two million; those registered
as refugees in 2013: 63,500.20
Since March 2012, Pakistan has
banned the extension of visas to all foreigners, including Afghanis born there.
In March 2016, an estimated 450,000
of the 560,000 Palestinian refugees registered with the United Nations Relief
Works Agency in Syria remained inside
Syria.21
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mohamed Umar at Haus Erdberg

After several stints in camps throughout Austria, Amer was transferred to Erdberg, but his case file remains in Upper
Austria, perhaps lost. No one, not even
lawyers at Diakonie and Caritas, has answers. Despondent and fragile, Amer has
seen a therapist, but he says therapy won’t
solve his problems. “In the end, it’s not
about therapy. In the end, it’s the war. I’ve
lost my future, I can’t continue studying.
Nothing kills more than waiting.”
When the Erdberg projects were announced, the residents wrote a list of their
names and professions. There were painters, electricians, carpenters. Amer immediately volunteered to work in the shop.
“These kitchens and projects are a move in
the right direction,” he says.
Only when asked about future plans –
if asylum is indeed granted – does Amer
smile again. He’s already Erdberg’s mobile
phone and computer hardware fix-it man.
What would he do? University, working
in IT, but also visiting his mother, who is
ill, someday. “I have billions of plans. Just
give me a chance,” he says.
As Hannah Arendt wrote in 1943, as
a German-Jewish refugee in the United
States: “Since everyone plans and wishes
and hopes, so do we.”19

19

Arendt, op. cit., p. 111.

Of the several young Afghanis I meet,
none arrived from Afghanistan. Two of
them, Ishaq and Hameed (both 18, the
latter speaks German, English, and many
other languages) attend Austrian vocational school, learning to be electricians.
They seem more stable than residents
without temporal structure.
“First, I’d like to thank the Austrian
people. They behave like our family. They
are kind people. I love it here. I like this
camp,” says Ishaq, in English. His roommate Miagan agrees, speaking Pashto, with
Ishaq interpreting.
Ishaq is 18, attended a military school,
and married his 16-year-old girlfriend
before leaving the Taliban-ridden Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa region of Pakistan to Austria in 2014. His trip took two months
and cost 10,500 euros. Soldiers killed his
father four months ago. Ishaq knew this
would happen. He has copies of the warrants for the family’s arrest and murder;
hoping these will be key in granting asylum.
Miagan’s family was also embroiled
in tribal land disputes that forced a move
from Afghanistan to Pakistan. Miagan’s
brother was murdered; he, too, was next
on the list. He was fingerprinted in Croatia, and he is terrified of deportation. He
wants to stay in Vienna, even if he’s never
seen St. Stephen’s Cathedral. On 40 euros

20 Babak Dehghanpisheh, “Iraqi Refugees
in Syrian feel new strains of war,” in: The
Washington Post, 10th April 2013, https://
www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/
iraqi-refugees-in-syria-feel-new-strainsof-war/2013/04/09/4f5cd784-9ee8-11e2-a941a19bce7af755_story.html (accessed 11th April
2016).
21 See http://www.unrwa.org/syria-crisis (accessed 11th April 2106).
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pocket money a month, 4.40 for a roundtrip subway ride is too high a price.22
Ishaq lived in a modest house in Pakistan, his father was a village elder. But with
the father dead and house “smashed,” his
remaining family now lives with an uncle.
Ishaq sends them what little money he
has. On Miagan’s side of the room, a spraypainted poster proclaims NEIN WIR
WOLLEN BLEIBEN. On Ishaq’s bulletin
board, a handmade Austrian flag bears one
sentence: “Austria, my best contri.” Of all
the countries he’s known, this is perhaps
the only one where he has known peace.
Integration
The human flood may be abating23 but
the metaphorical waters in Central Europe
are still choppy, the undercurrents overwhelming, just like in the Aegean.
Vienna’s integration policies are exemplary. German classes, uniformly referred
to as mein Deutschkurs by the residents I
speak to, are offered immediately to every
refugee. The multilingual notes in Erdberg’s entrance announce dance courses,
football-game visits, and movie nights run
by an army of volunteers. These architecture projects cleverly use existing skills to
fill time with useful activity and promote
solutions and maybe even contacts that
may reverberate into the future.24

in Austrian values, western mores, everyday social graces. A good investment, but
effective? I realise that even I, a Germanspeaking American, am often perplexed
by often contradictory Austrian values
and behavioural norms, and occasionally
make major social faux pas. What is successful integration?
Write about that
Omar, 50, has been in the Erdberg
shelter for seven months. Although he
told this publication’s photographer that
he was an actor, he is not, and never was,
although he says he can act and sing. “I was
playing with him,” he says.
We go to his room – a single corner accommodation; his former roommate was
18 and “messy” and he was moved. The
door stays open. There are no locks anyway, which Omar says leads to rampant
theft amongst refugees.

Masoomi Hameed at Haus Erdberg

“Look through the window. It’s a prison here. A prison,” he says in German he
learned 30 years ago at Damascus University and practiced by leading German and
Austrian tourists on holiday tours in Syria.
It was a summer gig; Omar worked for the
government. He bought a plot of land and
built a house. “In my country, I was a rich
man,” he says.

He accuses “my government” of forgetting about them, “throwing them
away,” and I realise he thinks I’m Austrian. I tell him I’m American, that my
government, while absolutely deserving
a multitude of accusations, isn’t the one
he’s thinking of. He continues more passionately, now addressing me as a writer.

Like Amer, Omar is a Palestinian from
Syria; his parents fled Palestine in 1948.
“For 68 years my parents were homeless,”
he says. “I was born in Syria in 1965, and
now I’ve lost my second home.” Omar
speaks of his older son, age 20, who is
studying in Brazil, and shows me a film of
his eight-year-old son, who is still in Syria
with his mother, Omar’s wife.

Ishaq Afridi at Haus Erdberg

And yet … is integration possible with
an unfathomably heterogeneous group of
people, most traumatised, some illiterate?
In April, the Viennese local government
considered requiring courses of refugees,
not only in the German language but also
22 The young Afghanis do organise rogue
cricket games in a parking lot near Erdberg.
They ask me if I know any Austrians who play
cricket.
23 The reasons for this are current, controversial, and complex: Austria’s upper
limit for asylum applications was announced
in February 2016 and, as I write, ferries
have begun transporting refugees in Greece
back to Turkey.
24 Amin hopes to intern in a Vienna architecture office.

On Miagan’s side of the
room, a spray-painted
poster proclaims
NEIN WIR WOLLEN
BLEIBEN. On Ishaq’s
bulletin board, a handmade Austrian flag bears
one sentence: “Austria,
my best contri.”
Omar can’t bear being without his
family. He’s not doing well at Erdberg,
and shows me his psychological reports.
He drinks alcohol to forget, but he cannot
forget. “It will be better when the kitchens are here, when families are here. We’ll
have more freedom, we can cook what we
want. We’re all waiting for this. But I think
it might just be a promise,” he says.

“You can’t write just about these
kitchens. You have to write about our psychological diseases, what hurts us, what
we feel. What happens with the kitchens?
Is it about food? We don’t need just food,
we need freedom! The government has to
tell us from the very first month: you can
stay, you can’t stay. Just tell us. Then we
won’t be so destroyed. Then I won’t be
sick. I lived in war, but didn’t have psychological problems in my country. You can’t
live without hope. If they tell us, we can
be happy from the inside. That’s the main
thing, the interesting thing. Write about
that.”
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thanks to: All the asylum-seekers for
their trust and honesty. Günter at Caramel; Harald and Lotte from EOOS. Fayad,
the director of the Pfeiffergasse shelter.
Philipp from Samariterbund at Erdberg’s
front desk. Veli, Sarah, and Dr. Ahmad at
Caritas at Erdberg. Irmgard, the building
director at Erdberg, for easing access. And
Muhammad Al Najjar for his linguistic
and cultural interpretation, and invaluable
moral support.

“I come from a wealthy family. We had
many properties, houses, but lost most of
them. I was able to sell one apartment and
a small shop, and borrowed some money,
which is how I could
pay to come here,” he
Mohammad Amer at Haus Erdberg
says.
He’s intelligent,
fast-talking, straightforward, and satisfied
with how Erdberg is
run. Since Caritas and
the
Samariterbund
came, there are more
interviews,
people
moving out and on,
more activity and
work within the shelter. The people at Caritas and EOOS listen
to suggestions.
Tammam is sceptical that the kitchens
will foster community, but Mohammad
thinks they are a good
idea. But who will
keep them clean?
What happens when
summer brings flies
and bugs? What about
children, who are notoriously messy? Or
different nationalities
not getting along?
Mohammad says
how thankful he is to
17 He later proudly says he has an appointment with the asylum authorities in
late April, and asks whether I needed any
carpentry work done.

Home is, where your phone is
Katja Schechtner, Katharina Müller, Anton Falkeis

Reflections on places for people
with phones.

Amer

“We live in confusing times, as is often the case in
periods of historical transition between different
forms of society. I contend that around the end of the
second millennium of the common era a number of
major social, technological, economic and cultural
transformations came together to give rise to a new
form of society, the network society.” Manuel Castells,

vironment, but also our behaviour when navigating
public and private spaces. Since the advent of GoogleMaps, Twitter and Foursquare and other geo-locative social media sites, the mental image of our cities
has become more complex. Mobile technologies are
changing our daily experience by enabling us to access
some of the intangible informational infrastructures,
such as digital maps, shops, banks, housing, transport,
restaurant recommendation sites and e-government
from the comfort of our beds and the busyness of our
streets.

“The Rise of the Network Society”

Architecture and urban design go far beyond the
tangible, physical space: they create emotional landmarks and landscapes in people’s minds.
Today we are witness to the convergence of the
digital and physical worlds: Our mental maps of cities are becoming augmented by multiple layers of data
that - metaphorically - float above the built cityscape.

18 See http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/austria-country-immigration (accessed
11th April 2016).
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Even before the refugee attached to his mobile
phone prominently entered our image canon, the
rising availability of location-based digital data and
mobile devices had globally changed not only our
perception of technology, humanity and its built en-

As William J. Mitchell already argued in his 1995
book “The City of Bits”, we have entered an era of
electronically extended bodies, which need to navigate both the digitally mediated environments and
the tangible world in parallel.
Architects and urbanists across the globe tap into
the information generated by the new technologies
to better understand and design human habitats. By
contrast, a majority of work done so far concerning
the actual design of spaces for global migrants, such as
“Arrival City” by Doug Saunders and, more recently,
Joerg Friedrichs’ “Refugees Welcome”, makes little
reference to the migrant’s journey through the physical and digital worlds.
Corridor with WLAN at Haus Erdberg

